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Vast is the kingdom of dust! Unlike terrestrial kingdoms, it knows no 
limits. No ocean marks it boundaries. No mountains hem it in. No parallels 
of latitude and longitude define its boundless areas, nor can farthermost 
s tars in the infinitudes of space serve other than as a twinkling outpost ofa 
realm as vast as the universe itself. 












Mineral aerosols emitted from arid and semi·arid regions effect global radiation, contribute to 
regional nutrient dynamics and impact local soil and water quality. Satellite imagery has been central 
to the identification and determining the distribution of source areas and the trajectories of dust 
around the globe. This study focuses on the dryland regions of Botswana, Namibia and South Africa. 
It uses the capabilities of the ultraviolet channels provided by the older Total Ozone Mapping 
Spectrometer (TOMS), the Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI) (a TOMS follow up), the visible 
bands of Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS), and the Spinning Enhanced 
ViSible and Infrared Imager (SEVIRI) onboard Meteosat Second Generation (MSG). This study 
compares various dust detection products but also focuses on the application of thermal infrared 
bands from MSG through the usage of the new "Pink Dust" visua lisation technique using channels 
7 (8.7 ~m), 9 (lO.8 ~m), and 10 (12.0 ~m). This multisensor approach resulted in a regional maps 
highlighting the distribution of source points and establishing some of the prevalent transport 
pathways and likely deposition zones. Southern African dust sources include a few large and many 
small pans, subtle inland depressions and ephemeral river systems, which are subject to a range of 
climatic conditions as part of the Kalahari and Namib region. This work in particular examines if 
source points are productive due to favourable climatic conditions. The debate around transport 
limit verses supply limit can only be solved at the local scale which requires observation at higher 
spatial and temporal resolution as provided by the latest dust detection products. MSG and MODIS 
in particular have shown distinct source point clusters in Etosha and the Makgadikgadi Pans which 
based on the courser resolution of older TOMS, have so far been treated as homogeneous sources. 
Data analyses reveal 327 individual dust plumes over the 2005-2008 study period, some of which are 
more than 300 km in length. These are integrated into existing climate and weather records 
provided by National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) data. The results identified a set 
dust drivers such as the Continental High Pressure, Bergwinds, Tropical Temperate and West Coast 
Troughs, and Westerly and Easterly Wave lows. This enhances our ability to predict such events, in 
particular, if transport acts as the limiting driver. Some of these find ings also have the potential to 
enhance our knowledge of the aerosol generation process elsewhere. The quality of findings are still 
limited by problems associated with dust plume substrates and clearly require significant surface 
va lidation relating to hydrological and climatic controls at the micro-scale. It is furthermore evident 
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Within the earth's atmosphere exists a myriad of airborne particles termed aerosols, including dust, 
smoke from biomass burn ing. and anthropogenica lly produced air pollutants (Prospera, 1999; Piketh 
et aI., 1999; Goudie and Middleton, 2(01). Of particular importance in th is study are mineral 
aerosols or dust, which through its origin in arid and semi-arid regions globally, experience a high 
degree of variability both spatially and temporally. 
Aerosols are emitted into the atmosphere through a variety of drivers both climatic and 
geomorphologic. They have potential to modify the earth's climate (Kaufman et aL, 2002; 
Engelstaedter and Washington, 2007a,b; Bryant et aI., 2007) through both the direct and indirect 
effects of radiation as well as nutrient dynamics and ecosystem functions (Harrison et at, 2001; 
Piketh et al., 2000; Prospero, 1999). The magnitude and direction of the potential impact is a 
function of particle morphology and composit ion, which is determined by the source region among 
other factors. Thus, knowledge of dust source regions and site characteristics is of utmost 
importance in increasing our understanding of potential impacts. As Sokolik and Toon (1996) 
ascertained, regional scale knowledge is of further importance due to the fact that the radiative 
effects of mineral aerosols potentially exceed those of sulphur and other anthropogenic aerosols 
and may even be comparable to those of clouds. Therefore the study of dust requires high spatial 
and temporal resolution to be able to capture source region and emission characteristics of sites. 
Such strict requirements have meant that globally and regionally dust region and frequency maps 
fall short of what is needed. 
Remote sensing has Significantly advanced our understanding, with a range of remote sensing 
products (e.g. TOMS: Washington et aI., 2003; Prospero et ai, 2002, AVHRR: Brindley and Ignatov, 
2006, Meteosat: Schepanski et aI., 2007, MODIS: Huang et at, 2(07), each with different benefits 
and shortcomings, are used globally to identify source areas for individual dust events. TOMS in 
particular has been used in the development of global dust maps, identifying ephemeral inland 
depressions globally to be particularly active emission regions. The Etosha and Makgadikgadi Pans in 
southern Africa have been recognised to be among the top ten dustiest point sources in the world 
(Washington et at, 20031, with the 80dele Depression in northern Chad being the 'dustiest place on 
earth' (Giles, 2005, 816) . 
Numerous smaller and lower dust plumes which are invisible to TOMS and stand out against the 
dark Atlant ic Ocean have been captured by a multitude of sensors, for example along the Namib 











pans act as significant sources (Eckardt and Kuring, 2005), are particularly active during berg wind 
conditions (Eckardt et al., 2(01) and are analogous of dusty river and sabkha environments 
elsewhere. In order to further pinpoint target areas, the EUMfTSAT Meteosat Second Generation 
(MSG) - Spinning Enhanced Visible and Infra-Red Imager (SEVIRI) was used to produce a unifying. 
regional, multi-annual dataset of dust sources for southern Africa which does not have the dust-
height bias of TOMS, In TOMS dust below 1000 m is undetected (Herman et al., 1997) and is 
therefore unable to capture low level dust as well as being limited by its spatial and temporal 
resolutions. 
Therefore. identifying sub-continental scale activity and dust plumes from numerous smaller pans 
and other low level dust related features, at a high temporal resolution and during both day and 
night, is increasingly possible through the use of MSG. In summary, this project intends to answer 
the following key research questions: 
• Where are dust sources in southern Africa? 
• How have the advances in satellite technology changed and improved how dust sources are 
detected? 
• Can southern African sites be considered analogous of dust sites globally? 
• What are the geomorphologic and climatic constraints to emission on a regional scale? 
1.1 AIMS 
• To develop a regional understanding of southern African dust sources using the capabilities 
of both MSG and MOD1S sensors. 
• To use muhisensor satellite imagery to detect aerosols sources and determine how advances 
in satellite technology have improved our understanding of their behaviour. 













ThiS study is founded on the basis of the following specific objectives: 
• To review the literature on dust detection, focusing on the strengths and weaknesses of 
products and sensors in the ultravioltet, visible and infrared spectra 
• To identify smaller and more intermittent sources undetected by older TOMS system. 
• Employ a multi-sensor approach to characterise dust source in southern Africa. 
• To produce a regiona l dust map and 
o Evaluate the potential of a the multisensor dust detection approach 
o Examine if southern African dust sources can be used as analogues for dust sources 
elsewhere on the globe. 
o Increase our understanding of geomorphological processes associated with active 
emission regions 
o Contextualise the systems within the synoptic circulation acting over the region . 
• To place sources into their geomorphic context and capture their temporal behaviour 
• Evaluate the conclusions and interpretations drawn from the above analyses by assessing 
them against the backdrop of previous and presently studied dust source regions through 
multi-spectral and multi-sensor studies 
1.3 THESIS OUTLINE 
Chapter 2 provides a comprehensive summary of aerosols and dust in both historic and 
contemporary literature before defining dust and outlining the types of terrain favourable for dust 
deflation. This is followed by a brief discussion on the importance of aerosols on a regional and 
global scale, before contextualising southern Africa in global aerosol literature. The chapter then 
provides an extensive review of dust detection methods focussing on three ranges of the 
electromagnetic spectrum - Ultraviolet, Visible and Infrared, with specific focus on: TOMS and OMI 
products, true colour imagery and an infrared composite. 
This is followed by the methodology chapter (Chapter 3) describing data retrieval to source point 
identification using GIS software. The chapter provides more detai l on t he various satellite data sets 











Chapter 4 first presents the results of the data sources by sensor, before discussing the setting of 
contemporary southern African sources as identified in this study_ The Chapter concludes with the 
results by contemporary region, combining the results obtained through both MSG and MODIS. 
Chapter 5 provides a definitive discussion of the results in three thematic sections, namely 
technology, source and circulation. The first is an appraisal of the techniques used in this study. 
which the second contextualises the sites identified into three broad categories representative of 
global source regions. The final theme; circulation, attributes plumes to the dominant circulation 
feature responsible for emission and proposes a revision of existing volume flux transport estimates 
over southern Africa. 
Finally. chapter 6 provides a synthesis of the overall outcomes of the project through the three 
themes and concludes the thesis through a reflection on the original aims and objectives and the 











2. Dust - detection and impacts 
The following review commences with a brief discussion on dust in a historical context from dust in 
early literature through to earlv observations of dust both at sea and on land. The review then 
presents a more modern classification of dust before contextualising southern African sources in 
global and local aerosol literature as well as their impacts on global and regional scales. The 
introduction of aerosols into southern African ci rcu lation and regional circulation literature is then 
discussed, with the final theme of the review being a comprehensive discussion of dust detection 
techniques including a four sensor/ product comparison. 
2.1 DUST RESEARCH - AN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 
Scient ific observations of dust have been made throughout the last two centuries (Pye, 1987) 
including accounts by well known English naturalist Charles Darwin (Darwin, 1889). On one occasion, 
on the 16th of January in 1833 during the voyage of the H.M.S. Beagle (1831-1836), an account is 
given on the effects of a dust storm ten miles off the north west end of St. Fargo (Cape Verde 
Islands): 
... the atmosphere is hazy; and this is caused by the falling of impalpably fine dust, which was 
found to have slightly injured the astronomical instruments . ... I coJfected a little pocket of 
this brown coloured fine dust, which appears to have been filtered from the wind by the 
gauze of the vane at the mast-head. 
The aforementioned sample and four further samples were sent to Professor Ehrenberg who 
concluded through analysis of the various infusoria ' and si leous matter to contain species he knew 
to be endemic to South America . The account goes on to describe that : 
1 Infusoria is an obsolete collective term for minute aquatic creatures like ciliates. euglenoids. protozoa, and 
unicellular algae that exist in freshwater ponds. In modern formal classifications the microorganisms 
previouslV included in the Infusoria are mostly assigned to the Kingdom Protista (The Concise Oxford 
Dictionary, 10
th 











' •. f hOlle found no less than fifteen different accounts of dust having 'of/en on vessels when 
for out in the Atlantic. From the direction of the wind whenever it has fallen, and from its 
hoving always fallen during those months when the hormotten l is known to raise the clouds 
of dust high into the atmosphere, we may fee/sure thot it all comes from Africa . .. . The dust 
falls in such quantities as to dirty everything on board, ond to hurt people's eyes; vessels 
even have run on shore owing to the obscurity of the atmosphere. It has often fallen on 
ships ... more than a thousand mifes from the CODst 0/ A/rica, and at points sixteen hundred 
miles distance in a north and south direction. In some dust which was collected on a vessel 
three hundred miles from the lands, I was much surprised to find porticles 0/ stone above 
the thousandth of an inch square, mixed with finer matter. 
(Darwin, 1889:27) 
Darwin's accounts from the voyage of the H.M .S Beagle are but one of the many descriptive reports 
of dust storms throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. In Australia and New Zealand 
reports of storms and ' red rain' are observed in literature by Kidson and Gregory (1930) among 
others, while examples in North America can be found in Malin (1946) and in Europe dust fallout 
associated with rain and snow are documented by Seignolis and Arago (1846 as cited in Pye, 1987:5) . 
Prior to these more scientific accounts, literal and figurative references to dust were numerous in 
early literature, including the 800 BC epic of the Trojan War, in The Iliad by Homer. Figuratively, the 
mention of dust in early literature often holds negative connotations; to images of weakness, 
disease, death and a lack of morality (Amato, 2000). However, dust was also frequently associated 
with immeasurable wealth in the form of gold dust and in mysticism often associated with magic and 
the realisation of the impossible. Dust was al so often seen as strategic in war, with one of Ancient 
Rome's greatest victories being attributed to the poor visibility associated with the easterly wind 
raising great clouds of dust into the enemies eyes (Amato, 2000). 
Throughout history, dust and dust movements have been attributed to part of the earth's continual 
making and unmaking. Desert storms have been recorded to have "filled the skies for thousands of 
miles and change seasons, vegetation and landscapes" (Amato, 2000: 5) . Over centuries, blown dust 
has accumulated into geological structures like the loess hills of Iowa and the cliffs of north-west 
China. Nowhere in history is the mention of dust more prolific than in the north-west American Dust 
Bowl during the 1930s. From 1932 to 1938 large expanses of the 150 000 square mile Dust Bowl 
2 A dry and often dusty west African trade wind forced by the pressure gradient to the south of the Sahara high 











recorded dust·darkened skies turning days into night and causing respiratory disease (Amato, 2000); 
the 'dirty thirties' were acknowledged to be the consequence of unregulated grazing and agriculture 
in an unsustainable area. 
Despite the long history of reporting dramatic dust transport and deposit ional events such as those 
by Darwin and further described by Pye (1987), these were largely descriptive and founded on poor 
understanding of process and source (Goudie and Middleton, 2006). During the past few decades 
aeolian dust has become a major environmental topic and as a result research on aeolian sources 
and transport has demanded a more structured, systematic and quantitative approach (McTainsh et 
031., 1999; Goudie and Middleton, 2(06). Consequently, there have been numerous methods 
employed for the study of aerosols from long term stratigraphic records using ocean and ice cores to 
archival studies using reports and accounts from varying media (Goudie and Middleton, 2006). 
Through the rigorous demands necessary to understand and quantify dust, the requirements 
changed to encompass the need to quantify frequency, distribution and precise location of the 
sources. 
Therefore in order to be able to understand and quantify dust events, an understanding of dust and 
the classification of materials and processes needs to be considered. 
2.2 CLASSIFICATION OF DUST AND DUST STORMS 
Pye (1987) defines dust as a suspension of solid particles in a gas, or a deposit of such particles. 
While dust is frequently referred to as a mineral aerosol, the term aerosol strictly covers both the 
particle (dust) and the medium in which it is suspended (atmosphere) (Prospero et aL, 1983). 
However, to conform to most existing literature, the use of the term aerosol will be used simply in 
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Figure 2. 1 Global sources of airborne particles and approximate annual input into the atmosphere-
adapted from Pye (1987). 
Classification of aerosols can be conducted through a variety of means including analysis of the grain 
size, mineralogy and chemical composition. Middleton (1997) and Tyson and Preston-Whyte (2000) 
provide the following broad classification categories: anthropogenically sourced - e.g. urban 
pollutants and smoke from biomass burning; and natural sourced - e.g. cosmic dust, volcanic dust, 
sea salt and soil-derived dust . 
While dry and exposed sediments throughout the world have the potential to be classified as soil 
derived dust once in suspension, the main source of sediment supply sites observed through studies 
appear to be associated with arid and semi-arid dryland regions. In these regions the prominent role 
of salt and physical weathering processes act to break down the bedrock and coarse grained 
products to form dust sized particles (Middleton and Goudie, 20011. pye (19871 describes 
atmospheric dust as mostly smaller than 100 ~m, while for the particle to be subject to atmospheric 
transport; grain sizes tend to be in the order of 10 ~m to SO ~m, since larger grains settle during 
decreased turbulence. Middleton (19971 further develops the classification of dust according to 
particle size with dust particles defined as those smaller than 80 j.l.m or in relation to the silt-sand 
boundary at less than 62.5 ~m (Bagnold, 1941). Prospera (1999) comments that the majority of dust 
transported over large distances has a median mass diameter of less than 10 ~m, while Middleton 
(1997) elaborates that smaller grain size (2 to 5 j.l.m) results in longer residence time in the 











The precise composition of any dust particle is dependent on the source region and therefore parent 
material. The most dominant mineral in desert regions is silica, typically in the form of quartz 
(Goudie, 1978; Middleton, 1997). Other minerals found in deserts include: feldspar, calcite, 
dolomite, micas. chlorite. kaolinite, illite, smectite, mixed layer clays, palygorskite, heavy oxide and 
silicate minerals. gypsum, halite, opal, amorphous inorganic material and organic material (Pye, 
1987). The dominance of these minerals in the parent material of arid regions allows for the 
assumption of such minerals dominance in dust (Pye, 1987). 
The availability of suitable sediment is not sufficient to result in a dust plume. Aeolian transport will 
only occur if the multiple forces of interaction are surmounted (Pye, 1987). The sediment once 
dislodged from the bed, may move by sliding, rolling, saltation or in suspension. Aerosols are then 
categorized into one of three stages (Pye, 1987:29): (1) entrainment; (2) dispersion; and (3) 
deposition, with the nature of transport being controlled by both the near ground airflow and the 
forces of attraction between the sediment and ground surface. The suspended or entrained 
sediment (dust event) is classified by the World Meteorological Organisation) into four categories 
based on visibility : 
1. Dust storms are the result of turbulent winds raising large quantities of dust into the air and 
reducing visibility to less than 1000 m 
2. Blowing dust is raised by winds to moderate heights above the graund reducing visibility at 
eye level (1.8 m) but not to less than 1000 m 
3. Oust haze is produced by dust particles in suspended transport which have been raised from 
the ground by a dust storm prior to the time of observation 
4. Oust whirls (dust devils) are whirling columns of dust moving with the wind and are usuaJly 
less that 30m high (but may extend to 300 m or more) and of narrow dimension. 
Goudie and Middleton (2006) further define the difference between sand and dust storms, 
concluding that dust storms have the potential to reach higher altitudes, travel longer distances and 
are mainly composed of silt and clay sized particles. However, despite such finite definitions, due to 
the dearth of ground based sensors in southern Africa (Prospera, 1999) and with the region further 
devoid of identified descriptions such as those required for such classification, attributing events to 
these categories is often not possible. Through the ability of remote satellite sensing to monitor dust 
events using high spatial and temporal capabilities, we can now remotely detect such storms, 
although a new set of definitions are required according to the sensors' abilities. While unable to 
measure the ground based visibility at 1.8 m above the earth's surface, satellites can detect signals 











characteristic of dust load according to particle size. The use of multiple sensors introduces a 
greater chance of detection, although it also introduces multiple definition possibilities. In this study 
of utmost importance is the differentiation of dust plumes from smoke plumes and background 
haze. Advances in satellite technology have permitted such differentiation, although there remain 
many limitations in dust detection. 
2.3 GLOBAL DUST SOURCES 
Due to the multiple conditions that need to be present and met to result in dust events, there are a 
set of characteristic terrains that are conducive and most commonly associated with dust deflation. 
The largest and most persistent dust sources are located in the northern hemisphere (Prospero et 
aI., 2002). These are mainly found in a broad "dust belt" that extends from the west coast of North 
Africa, over the Middle East, across Central and South Asia, to China. With the exception of a few 
sites in the southern Hemisphere, there is very little large·scale dust activity outside the "dust belt" 
(see figure 2.2). 
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Figure 2. 2 The modern location of dust sources and approximate transport paths reconstructed from 
observations of dust storms (Livingstone ond Warren, 1996). 
A study by Engelstaedter and Washington (2007b) has developed a global map of dust hotspots 
using TOMS, identifying 131 sites globally. Further analysis revealed that 102 (78%) of the 131 
hotspots were located in the northern hemisphere dust belt . The approximate location of modern 
dust sources and their associated transport pathways can be seen in figure 2.2, these dominant 
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Location Mean AI Value H, .1-I . 
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Taklamakan/Tarim Basin >1.1 Northern 
Etosha Pan (Namibia) >1.1 Southern 
Lake Eyre Basin (Australia) >1.1 Southern 
Makgadikgadi Basin (Bobwana) > 0.8 Southern 
Salar de Uyuni (Bolivia) >0.7 Northern 
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Regionally, studies on the location and magnitude of terrestrial dust sources have been limited to 
studies based on TOMS (e.g. Prospero et aL, 2002; Washington et aL, 2003; Bryant, 2003; Bryant et 
al ., 2007) and a SeaWifs study by Eckardt and Kuring (2005) resulting in the identification of two 
large pan sources (TOMS) and coastal sources in Namibia (SeaWiFS). This finding is confirmed by 
Prospero et al. (2002) and Washington et aL (2003), who have shown that global dust sources are 
often associated with topographic lows in drylands, containing large ephemeral lakes (Table 2.1). 
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Figure 2. 3 For the domain of southern Africa figure (a) Annual overage TOMS aerosol index (AI) 
values X10 for southern Africa (Washington et 01, 2003), (b) Long-term mean TOMS AI averaged over 
1984-1990 and location of 6 dust hot spots (modified from Enge/staedter and Washington, 20070). 
Through statistical analysis of TOMS data, Washington et aL (2003) identified the potential of two 
sources in southern Africa confirming the importance of the Etosha and Makgadikgadi Pans (figure 
2.3a). The understanding of southern Africa sources was again advanced in 2007 when Engelstaedter 
and Washington (2007a) identified 131 dust hot spots. The study identified six regions in southern 
Africa, using a long term mean TOMS AI to identify regions with an AI mean greater than or equal to 
0.5, which was further refined to identify the grid cell with the highest mean AI of the surrounding 
eight grid cells. This result confirmed the dominance of the Etosha and Makgadikgadi pans and 
introduced four further regions (figure 2.3b). Figure 2.3b shows the six regions as identified by 











sources within these regions identified, the study did provide an increased resolution on which to 
base subsequent studies. 
Dominating the literature are studies based on TOMS which focussed on the two large pan 
complexes, while studies by Eckardt et al. (2001) and Eckardt and Kuring (2005) using SeaWifs and 
shuttle photography focus on the Namibian coastline; these have introduced ephemeral river 
systems as sources. The multisystem interaction between fluvial and aeolian environments has been 
noted by Bullard et 031. (2008) through studies in Australia, highlighting the importance of such 
interactions at the sub-basin scale. Additionally, Thomas and Shaw (1997) and Prospera et al. (2002) 
detail that such environments - both pans and rivers - are prominent sources of dust due to their 
nature as receptacles of sediments. Sediments are deposited and then exposed through the annual 
cyclic nature of inundation leading to deposition, followed by deflation through aeolian processes as 
the waters recede. During the inundation, the ephemeral systems function primarily as depositional 
environments, where fine sediments in suspension in the rivers are transported into the system, and 
through fluvial processes, sink to the floor of the lake (Engelstaedter et at, 2003) . 
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Figure 2. 4 Average Atmospheric transport pathways for aerosols over southern A/rico (adopted from 
Tyson et 01., 1996b) 
Downscaling current knowledge has evolved through technological developments, from preliminary 
studies focusing on biomass burning, using approximations of aerosol recirculation and source areas 
as in figure 2.4. Such studies failed to identify the dominant sources of mineral aerosols due to the 
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However, understanding the composition and character of atmospheric transport patterns over 
southern Africa has advanced over the past five years (Reason et al., 2006). Prior to the SAFARI 1992 
much of the research in southern Africa focussed on the concentration of aerosols over the 
industrialised Highveld. The SAFARI Initiatives in 1992 and 2000 identified that desert dust was a 
major component of the pall of aerosols to a depth of SOOhPa in the atmosphere over southern 
Africa . This was confirmed in a study by Piketh in 1999 which identified that, in both summer and 
winter in southern Africa, aerosol loadings are domina ted by aeolian dust. This established the 
importance of including desert dust in the development of a regionalised aerosol map. Reason et al. 
(2006) outlines that aerosols over southern Africa are from all four broad categories of aerosols: 
industry, aeolian dust, biomass burning and ocean/sea spray. The distribution and concentration of 
the observed aerosol gradient was found to reverse between spring and autumn - primarily as a 
response to biomass burning in the northern parts of southern Africa, with figure 2.5 representing 
the fire density over the region in September. 
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Figure 2. 5 Fire pixels for September (1998-2002 average) over southern Africa as retrieved from the 
Visible and In/rared Scanner (VIRS) instrument onboard the Tropical Rain/of/ Measuring Mission 
(TRMM) sotelfite. The block squares indicate regions considered in 0 modelling study in Abel et of. 
(2005). The figure clearly indicates the extent of biomass burning across the region in September, 
clearly indicating the prevalence of biomass burning in the north and east - areas typicolly 
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Figure 2. 6 Visible images of dust storms globally by mUltiple sensors. Figure a} April, 2001: A dust 
cyclone swirls over north-eastern China. The cyclonic cloud is pushing a wall of dust, which covers the 
land beneath, and some of the clouds. (MODIS - Terra, Image courtesy NASA/GSF( MODIS Rapid 
Response). b}May, 1992. View from the space shuttle Endeavour of a huge dust storm in the Sahara 
desert, which covered hundreds of miles in Libya and Algeria (Image courtesy NASA online featured 
imagery). c) July 2000 - Landsat 7 ETM of a dust plume emanating off the Namibian coastline north 
of Hentiesbaai (image courtesy Dr F Eckardt). d} January 2002 - Terra image capturing glacial 
outwash dust off Iceland (Image courtesy NASA Earth Observatory Image Gallery) 
While the majority of studies of dust in the visible spectrum using true colour images are focussed 
on detection over the ocean, in this study MODIS images are used to validate coasta l and terrestrial 
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advantages and disadvantages as well as challenges and limitations associated with many of these 
products as is summarised below. 
Table 2. 2 Summary Table of identification of aerosols based in different spectral ranges and the 
associated challenges/benefits of different products 
Ultra-Violet Visible Thermal Infrared 
(TOMS and OMI) (MODIS) (MSG) 
." Land surface albedo variability Pale dust disappears over pale Cool dust contrasts well over 
j low in ncar-UV desen surface healed land 
Ocean surface albedo variability Pale dust contrasts wcll ovcr Cool dust disappears over cool • J\ low in near-UV dark ocean background ocean background 
Algorithm to mask oul clouds 
Clouds have a polcntiallo ." 
" limits the use ofthe product Thick clouds hide the plume -" contaminate the signal u 
under cloudy conditions 
.E .. Aerosol height is a limitation for Detection is not affected by Ihe DetC(;tion is largely unaffC(;ted 
Oil detC(;tion in this range height of the plume by the height of the plume 
'" 
Daily coverage limits the use of 
Twice daily coverage can detect 
Very high temporal resolution 
the product as many plumes are can capture sporadic variability 
diumal variation 
E not identifies of emissions 
8. 
E 
~ Once daily (TOMS) Two images per day - strong 
twice daily composite (OMI) diumal sequcnce 
96 images per day 
Poor spatial resolution increases 
Very high sparial resolution aids High spatial resolution increases .. 
.~ possibility of cloud 
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Table 3. 1 Summary of sensors used in this study, including the launch date, spatial and spectral 
resolutions and selected channels used for this study. A selection of other studies using eoch product 
has been included. 
Launch Spectral channels used in 
Platrorm Spatial Resolution Temporal Resolution 
date this study 
0.25° X 0.25° Two ultraviolet channels 
Product produced at 
centered at 340 nm and 
TOMSAA I daily resolution 




e.g. Herman et al. , 1997 ; Torres elal., 2002c; Washington et al.. 2003; Bryant et 
al. ,2007 ; 
0.25° X 0.25° Two ultraviolet channels 
OMI 
Product produced at 
centred at 342.5 nm and 
2004 10 daily resolution 
onboard 388 nm 
present 
Au ... 
e.g. King, 1999; Huang et a I. , 2007; Kaurman et a I. , 2002 
250 m (channels 1,2) 
MODIS Twice daily imagery Three visible channels 
True colour 500 m (channels 3 - 7) - Terra (am); Aqua centered at ( I) 670 nm. (4) 
2000 to 




e.g. Vermole and Venneulen, 1999; Kaurman et al., 2005 
Images available 
every 15 minutes - Three inrrared channels 
MSG DTO 3kmX3km ror this study, three centred at (7) 8.7 J.lm, (9) 
200210 
onboard images 09:00, 12:00 10.8 J.lfll and ( 10) 12 J.lm 
present 
Meleosal-8 and 15:00 daily 
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Figure 3.1 Map showing the domain of the study region with the subsetted domains of the three 
MODIS tiles utilised in this study from left to right, FIRMS Namibia, SERVfR Africa South Central Tile 
and SERVIR Mozambique. 
3.1.4 MSG 
To achieve the high temporal and spatial resolution required for this study MSG data was chosen as 
the primary data source to which correlation with MODIS and later wit h existing indexed products 
was performed. Correlation with TOMS/OMI was performed to further inform the feasibility of MSG 
as a product in southern Africa . The Meteosat·g (MSGl satellite is located at 3SW above the 
equator, and is a geostationary satellite with a nominal coverage including the whole of Africa, all of 
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Figure 3. 2 MSG coverage - showing the region of nominal coverage (hHp://www.eumetsot.int). 
Raw MSG data (level 1) is received by EUMETSAT and processed in reat time before being released as 
level 1.5 data, the released data has been corrected for all unwanted radiometric and geometric 
effects, as well as being geolocated using a standardised projection, the output is further calibrated 
and radiance-linerarised (EUM/MSG/ICD/I OS, 2007). 
For this study MSG level 1.5 data, available from the University of Cape Town's Climate Systems 
Analysis Group (CSAG) were collected . The MSG-BTD algorithm available from EUMETSArB offered a 
high resolution dust index product based on the brightness temperature difference between three 
window channels, as discussed in chapter 2 and based on the theory of dust detection in the infrared 
discussed extensively by Ackerman (1997). A subset of the available archived data was made; 
namely the selection of channels 7, 9, 10 centred at 18.7 Ilm, 10.8 Ilm and 12.0 Ilm respectively} 
{Schmetz et aL, 2oo2} and further, due to the regional focus of this study, the domain was limited to 
the area enclosed by 1S~S to 35-S and 10·E to 3S-E - representing southern Africa. 
3.2 SATELLITE IMAGERY TO SOURCE POINT IDENTIFICATION 
Through correlation of t he four sensors/products introduced above, a new dust source map of 
southern Africa was created using the MSG·BTD algorithm and MODIS true colour composite. This 
new map could be correlated with the TOMS and OMI products to highlight the increased resolution 
now possible. The following sections identify the methodologies used in this study from image 
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Figure 4. 1 Plot of percentage of total potential coverage of MSG doto by month for the time period 
2005-2008. 
The most consistent year of coverage was 2007 with near tot l coverage over the second half of the 
year, which is typically associated with dust activation in the region (Bryant et aI., 2(07). While 2007 
has an average data coverage of 68% over the 12 month period, the percentage of total identified 
events was almost 44%. Conversely, 2005 saw an average data coverage of only 40% yet included 
almost half of the observed events (48.48%). This could confirm the findings of Bryant et al. (20()]) 
on the importance of the latter half of the year for signif icant dust entrainment or indicate the 
importance of other mechanisms for deflation. 
Table 4. 1 Events and percentage of total observed events and the average percentage of data 
coverage for the year as observed by MSG. 
Events % of total events Ave. data coverage (%) 
2005 32 48.48 40.68 
2006 3 4.55 37.18 
2007 29 43.94 65.68 
2008 2 3.03 32.34 
To determine how the inconsistencies in the data coverage affect the detection of plumes, figure 4.2 
details the percentage coverage by month and by year, and includes the associated emission event 











of plumes, but also further confirms the importance of the latter half of the year for dust activation. 
The disrupted coverage from the Meteosat sensor resulted in an intermittent coverage in the 
archived data, limiting the potential to discuss emission frequency and seasonal/inter-seasonal 
variations. Although it remains possible to observe that the greatest number of events occurs during 
the latter half of the year. This figure therefore further introduces the complexity and importance of 















Figure 4. 2 Plot showing the occurrence of dust events by year and month (event frequency) plotted 
against the percentage of total data coverage for the MSG composite algorithm for each of the three 
image times. 
Further validation of the use of the MSG data set was conducted th rough correlation with the 
MODIS Rapidfire data set which provided near tota l coverage for the entire time period of the study. 
Correlation confi rmed the existence of all plumes identified using MSG and expanded the data set 
through the identification of coastal plumes, invisible to the MSG composite due to edge effects as 
discussed by Legrand et aL (2001). This correlation provided further evidence that sources emitting 











perform time series analysis of emission frequency, identification of plumes to specific sources is 
possible. 
4.3 DATA COVERAGE AND DATA RESULTS FROM SECONDARY 
SOURCE: MODIS 
The secondary data source was MOOtS true colour images from three tiles that were chosen to best 
represent dust source regions in southern Africa, as identified by the MSG pink composite and by 
existing studies. The domains of the tiles are presented in figure 4.3 below: 




SfRVlR MozambIqoe: Tile 
\ . . SERVIR Africa South Central TIle 
• • FIRMS Namibia TIle 
""""" """""""" , Pans In Namibia and Botswana• 
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.L--... ~~~:;:==:==~~. .... ..., W I .. . ... 
Figure 4. 3 Outlines of domains of the three MODIS tiles used in this study to augment and validate 
the MSG doto set. 
Full coverage for the study period was not possible due to satellite malfunction and calibration 
errors, as well as the availability of data release for the tiles chosen for this study. Figure 4.4 
indicates the coverage for each of the three tiles for the studied time period. Full (100%) coverage 
occurred when both the Terra and the Aqua images were present for the entire tile for all days 
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Figure 4. 4 Plot of percentage of total potential coverage of MODIS doto by month for the time 
period 2005 - 2008 {A/rico South Central and Mozambique tiles begin onfine coverage on the 1st of 
April 2006; images before this dote are not available online}. The associated dust emissions by year 
and month for the two dominont images are plotted the lotter half of the yeor is ogoin identified as 
being significant for dust emission over the entire domain. 
The most consistent year for coverage was 2007 with near total coverage for two of the three tiles. 
The Namibian tile was the most consistent, averaging 89.89% coverage over the four year study 
period. Due to the overlap between the Africa South Central and Mozambique tiles over the 
Makgadikgadi Pan (the only source identified within these tiles); these tiles are grouped together for 
this study and the resultant coverage is assumed synonymous with the combination of their extent. 
Table 4.2 details the percentage coverage as well as the percentage of events identified by year. For 
Africa South Central (ASe) there appears to be a greater dependence on the image coverage for the 
detection with increased data coverage resulting in a greater number of identified events. For 











identified (almost double the two preceding years) on similar data coverage statistics. This could be 
in response to mUltiple plumes being detected on any single image. 
Table 4. 2 Events and percentage of total observed events and the average percentage of doto 
coverage for the yeor os observed by MODIS for Africa South Central and Namibia. 
Year Tile Events % of total events Ave. dala coverage (%) 
2005 ASC 0 0.00 0.00 
2006 ASC 12 19.35 25. 19 
2007 ASC " 35.48 54 . 10 
2008 ASC 14 45 .16 70.23 
Year Tile Evenls % of 10lal events Avc. dala coverage (%) 
2005 Namibia 42 18. 18 95.77 
2006 Namibia 45 19.48 96. 13 
2007 Namibia 103 44.59 96.78 
2008 Namibia 41 17.75 70.88 
The addition of true colour MODIS imagery improved the coverage of the three selected domains, 
which through MSG analysis were determined to be the significant dust producing regions in 
southern Africa . These regions were also selected as, through literature and preliminary studies on 
surface geomorphology, they were considered the most likely domains of source regions. The 
combination of which provided high spatial resolution data with which to identify plumes, as well as 
identify regions which could be potential sites. Despite the limitations discussed in this and previous 
sections, the identification of both plume and sources was possible using both MSG and MODIS. The 
following sections present the plume results followed by the contemporary setting of sources and 
then the results of the multisensor analysis by region. 
4.4 PLUME IDENTIFICATI ON 
Plumes were identified using a combination of MSG and MODIS imagery. For MSG, 1889 images 
were analysed, resulting in 6S identified plume events on 40 days; while 4489 MODIS images were 
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Figure 4. 5 Plot 0/ dust source activation averaged by month lor the 2005 - 2008 time period for 
southern Africa as identified by either MODIS or MSG. The MODIS identified sources primarily 
correspond to the Namibian coastline with the addition 0/ eastern Botswana, Limpopo and North 
West provinces in South Africa on a separate tile (figure 4.3) while MSG encompasses the entire 
southern African domain. 
Figure 4.5 shows evidence of an offset between the peak for MODIS and the peak for the MSG 
composite. The offset could be ascribed to the difference in the locations as identifjed by each 
sensor; while MODIS identi fications are dominated by the Namibian Coast, the majority of MSG 
identified sources are inland pans. Therefore the offset could be attributed to the difference in 
seasonality between the regions or possibly as a result of the data coverage for each region. 
All anthropogenic sources have been marked and their location and frequency recorded, as per 
methodology, however due to the focus of this study on mineral aerosols from natural sources, 
these sources are not included in the discussion. 
4.4.1 MSG Identified plumes 
The 65 identified plumes occurring on 40 days could be assigned to 23 sources in southern Africa. 
The Makgadikgadi Pans in Botswana had the greatest recorded frequency of emission (22 plumes, 











plumes, 29%). The remaining 21 sources were identified by either single or mUltiple emissions (see 
appendix 3 for more detailed information on emission characteristics of sites). 
Of the sites identified by MSG, pans dominated the detection, accounting for 12 of the 23 sources 
and S2 of the 65 events, while there were seven rivers identified each emitting only once. Two 
marshes and vleis were identified resulting in three plume events. The final two sources were 
identified to originate from a lake margin and a dam, indeterminate pan or form of agricultural 
activity near Bloemfontein, both only emitting once. 
For the 6S identified plumes, 50.8% (33 events) were identified on the 12:00 images while the 09:00 
images showed 31% of the events (20 events), the remaining 18.5% (12 events) occurred on the 
15:00 images. The two dominant sources namely Makgadikgadi and Etosha, showed 72.7% at 12:00 
and 63.2% at 09:00 respectively; therefore indicating noon time dominance for emission on the 
Makgadikgadi Pans and morning emission dominance for the Etosha Pan. 
To further refine the results, the sources and associated trajectories were grouped according to their 
geographical location, the resultant regions for MSG are: Etosha, Makgadikgadi, Northern Cape, 
Namibian Coastline and Free State. The sources included in each of these groupings are defined in 
Table 4.3: 
Table 4. 3 Source names grouped by geographical location into emission regions as identified by 
MSG. The location, type, frequency and time 0/ emission detailed in APPENDIX 3 with figure 4.7 
detailing the location of the sources. 
Region Source Names 
Etosha Etosha Pan 
Makgadikgadi Makgadikgadi Pan, Lake Ngoni, Linyandi Marshlands 
Duwisib River, Helmering River, Koichab, Swanput se Pan, Hakskecnpan, Kiriis Ost 
Northern Cape Pan, Grundomer, NoeniepUl, Konkiep River, Koemkoep Pan, Skemerhoek Pan, Marcel 
Pan, Samahaling Pan, Salztal Pan 
Free State Bloemfontein, Gannapan I Bloemhofdam 
Namibian Coast Orawab River, Gui Uin 
Regionalised bearing analysis revealed that the mean bearing for plumes from the Makgadikgadi 
Pans is 243"; this corresponds to south westerly transport off the pans and is similar to the Etosha 
Pan which had a mean bearing of 23r. The Northern Cape Pan belt showed significant variation 
when compared with Etosha and Makgadikgadi, with plumes ranging from 130" to 230" that is a 
south easterly to south westerly direction. Plumes identified in the Free State region, while fewer in 











these regions within the mean synoptic circulation of southern Africa it can be provisionally 
proposed that the plumes are primarily a response to the high pressure system that dominates the 
region during the latter half of the year. 
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Figure 4. 6 Plumes as a [unction of distance (km) and from source (0;0) in x and y plains - grouped by 
major region. Negative y-direction indicates southward transport from source, while negative x 
indicates westward transport. 
Plume lengths were marked according to the maximum extent of the plume on the last image on 
which it could be identified, therefore plumes that were visible for multiple images on average 
showed greatest length. The mean length of plumes emanating from the Makgadikgadi Pans was 
179.9 km, while from Etosha Pan the average plume lengths were only 95.7 km. The Northern Cape 
pan belt averaged 165.9 km. Only three events were detected in the Free State Pan one of which 
resulted in the identification of a 402.0 km plume, the other two were 120.6 km and 61.8 km; hence 
the average showed strong bias and therefore was not representative of the observed conditions. 
Three plumes from two sources on the Namibian coast resulted in anomalous trajectories as all 
identified plumes travelled north from source region. 
All but one of the 23 identified plumes was associated with sources on the escarpment with a 
minimum altitude of 600 m above mean sea level (amsl), one such source the Gui Uin Marsh was 
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Figure 4. 1 Map oj MSG sources and trajectories as identified jor the period 2005 - 2008. Trajectories were mapped from source as identified, to the 
maximum extent of the plume. Source names have been attributed to plumes and included, this map includes the entire domain of study, Pans in Namibw 
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Table 4. 4 Source names grouped by geographical location into emission regions as identified by 
MODIS. The location, type, frequency and time of emission detailed in APPENDIX 4 with figure 4.9 
and 4.10 detailing the location of the sources. 
Region Source Names 
Elosha Etosha Pan. Onanzi Pan 
Makgadikgadi Pan Makgadikgadi Pan 
Donavan se Pan, Fish Ri ver, Gamanas Pan. Gemsbokbrak. Gemsbokhoom, 
Nonhem Cape Pan 
Grasheuwel Pan. Groot· Witpan. , Grundomer, Hakskeenpan, Haseweb River, 
Kanibes River, Klein· Aarpan, Koeipan. Kongapan, Konkiep, Koppieskraalpan, 
Belt 
Kuubmaansvlie, Morgenzon Pan, Salt Pan, Samahaling Pan, Saulslraalpan, Swaanput 
se Pan, Vrysoutpan 
18 Latitude Pan, Cape Cross Pan, Cape Fria Pan, Conception Bay Pan, False Cape 
Fria, Gui uin, Hoan ib, Hoanib Pan, Hoarus ib, Huab Pan, Huab Pan 2, Huab Pan 3, 
Huab Pan 4, Huab River, Hunkab Pan, Hunkab River, Ilhea Point, Isirub River, Khan 
River, Khumib, Koigab Pan I, Kuiscb River, Kuiseb River Delta, Langer Werner, 
Meob Bay Pan, Omaruru River, Ombonde, Orange River, Oranjemund, Panther Pan, 
Namibian Coast Rock Bay, Rocky Point, Rottrout Pan, Sechomib, Swakop River, Terrace Bay 2, Torra 
Bay Pan, Toscanini Pan, Tsauchab River I Sossusvlci, Tsondab RiverIPan, Tumas 
River. Ugab Pan I, Ugab Pan 3, Ugab Pan 4, Ugab Pan 5, Ugab River, Uniab River, 
Unknown I, Unknown 2, Unknown 3, Unknown 4, Unknown 5, Unknown 6, 
Unknown 7, Unknown 8, Unknown 9, Unknown 10, Unknown River, White Lady Satt 
P,,". 
Plume lengths were marked according to the maximum extent of the plume on the last image on 
which it could be identified as this was only relevant for 15% of the images, the average plume 
length is markedly shorter than those identified using M5G. The mean length of plumes emanating 
from the Etosha Pans were 113.3 km while the Makgadikgadi Pans averaged 153.6 km significantly 
longer then the Namibian Coast with an average plume length of 72.6 km, despite the marked 
contrast between the pale plume and dark ocean. The Northern Cape pan belt averaged 56.2 km, 
and showed the greatest variation in bearing. 
The mean bearings for each of the regions revealed that the Etosha and Makgadikgadi Pans and 
Namibian Coastal sources were dominated by plumes travelling off the source in a south westerly 
direction at 246.45-, 244.56- and 231.9r respectively. While for the Northern Cape the average was 
158.67- although there were two definite trajectory groupings, one averaging at 187.9- (South· 
South·East) and the second at 149.8° (South-West) and as a result are activated by a greater variety 
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Figure 4. 8 Plumes as a function of distance (km) and from source (0;0) in x and y plains - grouped by 
major region. Negative y-diredion indicates southward transport from source, white negative x 
indicates westward transport. For these regions no plumes were transported in a northerly direction. 
The results of the plume location and trajectories as determined through the MODIS images are 
summarised in Figure 4.9 and 4.10. Figure 4.9 represents the plumes detected through the use of 
the Namibian tile, while figure 4.10 shows the only other source identified using MODIS. Four clear 
regions can be surmised in figure 4.9: the Etosha Pan, the Namibian coastline which has two 
emission regions: those located at the coast and those lying further inland, with all these regions 
resulting in plumes travelling in a general south westerly direction. While the final region; the 
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Figure 4. 2 Map of MODIS sources ond trajectories as identified for the period 2005 - 2008 using the Namibian Tile. Trojecrofles ore mapped from source as Ident ified fo 
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Figure 4. 10 Map of MODIS sources and trajectories as identified for the period 2005 - 2008 
using the Africa South Central Tile. Trajectories are mapped from source as identified to the 
maximum extent of the plume. Source names have been included. 
The following section discusses the contemporary setting of the dominant regions identif ied 
in this study and is followed by the results utilising the synthesis of both MSG and MODIS 
imagery detailing the results of both plume identification and the sensors ability to detect 
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do not match the plumes visible on the MODIS imagery. Further. it is evident through visual 
comparison of all of the available imagery shown in figure 4.11 that source attribution and 
detection for this region is highly variable by sensor. 
Figure 4. 11 Namibian coastline: the MODIS and MSG images for on event on the 10th of July 
2005 (Julian day 191). a} MSG 09:00. b} MSG 12:00 and c} MSG 15:00, d} MODIS Terra 250 m 
composite of 5 minute passes at 08:15 and 09:55am, e} MODIS Aqua 250 m 12:35 and n 
OMI shaded daily product, with purple/blue indicating low aerosol values to orange/red 
indicating higher loadings. This figure clearly shows the plumes in the true colour images 
(images (d) and (e}) while no clear signal is present in the MSG composites (images (a) to (c)), 
with some signal is evident in the OMI (f), although not finitely attributable to the signal in 
the MODIS imagery. 
Geomorphologically. the sites identified on the Namibian coast show the greatest 
interaction between pan and river systems as dust sources along the length of the coastline. 
Further inland. numerous rivers, gravel plains and pans add complexity to the multiple 
systems interacting to produce dust in this region highlighting the importance of fluvial and 
aeolian interaction for both system recharge and sediment accumulation at sub catchment 











very little surface flow input. Interspersed amongst the pans are networks of river systems 
producing plumes at either the mouth or beside the meanders further inland as well as at 
numerous evaporation points scattered on gravel plains throughout the length of the 
coastline. 
The sources are not equally distributed along the coast and appear to respond quasi-
independently to drivers along the length of the coastline. A 200 km stretch between the 
Hoanib and the Ugab rivers produce the highest density of plumes, with 69 plumes occurring 
on 14 days. The highest plume frequency happened in 2()()7 when seven non-consecutive 
days resulted in 32 plumes; within this area are 5 rivers and 10 coastal pans. The Kuiseb 
River was the most significant single contributor for the Namibian coastline, with plumes 
emanating from the river mouth as well as along its meanders further inland. From the 
Kuiseb River, river mouth and adjacent gravel plains, 19 plumes were detected, second only 
to the Makgadikgadi Pan in frequency using the MODIS images. 
(d) 
~. 
Figure 4. 12 Northern Cope Pan Belt: the MODIS and MSG 
images for on event on the 7th of May 2007 (Julian day 139). 
a) MSG 15:00, b) MODIS Terra 250 m 09:15 and c) MODIS 
Aqua 250 m 13:40, d) OMI shaded daily product, with 
purple/blue indicating low aerosol values to orange/red 
indicating higher loadings. This figure clearly shows the 
plumes in the true colour images (images (b) and (c)) as well 
as on the MSG composite (image (a)). The attribution of 
sources of the plumes is clearer on the MODIS due to the 
higher resolution. An overlay of pans and political boundaries 
has been included to spatially contextualise the location of 
the region, no morning or noon time MSG images were 











The second region, the Northern Cape Pan belt extends in a north-west/south-east direction 
for 500 km terminating near Upington in South Africa . Forty point source and one area 
source were identified in this belt, with 90% (37 sources) attributable to pans and rivers or 
perennial sources accounting for the remaining 10%. 
Figure 4.12 above clearly illustrated the ability of both sensors to detect plumes in this 
region and further highlights the ability of the MODIS imagery to pin point source location to 
a higher accuracy than the MSG composite. The image also highlights the inability of the 
OMI product to detect the source and the significant number of missing values (in white) 




Figure 4. 13 Free State: the MSG images for on event on the 3rd of December 2006 (julian day 
337). a) MSG 09:00, b) MSG 12:00, c) MSG 15:00, d) MODIS Aqua 250 m 11:55am, e) OMI 
shaded doily product, with purple/blue indicating low aerosol values to orange/red indicating 
higher loadings. This figure clearly shows the characteristic pink plume in images (b) and (c) 
indicative of dust plumes. The MODIS Terra image was not available and no dust signal was 
evident in image (d). Image (e), fails to identify anything 0/ significance due to the presence of 
clouded pixels in claud. An overlay 0/ political boundaries has been included on all images to 
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Figure 4. 14 Mops of (0) the Etosha pan and (b) the Makgadikgodi Pons showing the source 
of the plumes as identified by MODIS (blue) and MSG (purple). From figure a there appears 
to be no dominant regions instead emissions appear to result from the entire pon surface. 
Figure (b) however shows clear groupings across the two pon surfaces showing the dominant 
regions within the pan complex suggesting a north and south dominance on both the 
Ntwetwe and Suo Pans. 
ThiS could indicate a bias due to pixel size and differing resolution, although the 
aforementioned trend was not evident on the Makgadikgadi Pans. For Makgadikgadi, there 
were four dominant regions on the north and south margins of both the Ntwetwe and Sua 
pans (figure 4.14 b.); although these appear to be consistent in both sensors. Therefore the 













Figure 4. 15 Mokgadikgadi Pan: the MSG images for on event on the 26th of August 2005 (Julian 
day 238). 0) MSG 09:00, b) MSG 12:00, c) MSG 15:00, d) MODIS Terra 250 m composite of 5 
minute passes at 07:35 and 09:10am, e) MODIS Aqua 250 m composite of 5 minute passes at 
11:50 and 11:55am, f). OMI shaded daily product with purple/blue indicating low aerosol values 
to orange/red indicating higher foadings. This figure clearly shows the characteristic pink plume 
in images (0) and (b) indicative of dust plumes, the plume has travefled and dissipated as is no 
longer visible in the 15:00 image. This event is confirmed in both the Terra and Aqua images from 
MODIS, the OMI index foils to capture the event. An overloy of political and pan boundaries has 
been included on all images to spatially cantextualise the location of the region. 
Figure 4.15 shows a plume travelling southward off the Sua Pan, such a plume accounted for 
only 10% of the total plumes identified using both MODIS and MSG the remaining 90% 
resulted in plumes travelling in a westerly direction. 
The persistent presence of pink pixels over the Etosha pan; which, when correlated with 
true colour imagery could not be indicative of dust, is potentially a greater misidentification 
for this region, such a trend was not evident on the Makgadikgadi Pan (see images a,b,c in 
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Figure 4. 16 ftosho Pan: the MSG images for an event on the 18th of September 2007 (Julian 
day 261). 0) MSG 09:00, b) MSG 12:00, c) MSG 15:00, d) MODIS Terro 250 m composite of 5 
minute passes at 08:15, 08:20 and 09:55am, e) MODIS Aqua 250 m composite of 5 minute 
passes at 12:35 and 12:400m, f} OMI shaded doily product, with purple/blue indicating low 
aerosol values to orange/red indicating higher loadings. This figure clearly shows the 
characteristic pink plume in image (b) indicative at dust a plume, from the true colour image, 
most notably in Terra (d). It is possible to see the haze that covers this region during the lotter 
hoff of the year as a result of biomass burning (Abel et 01., 2005). The OMI image for this event 
does not significantly detect the plume, further this product in fact details lower values aver the 
pan surface and detects on aerosol signal to the north east of the ftosho Pan which is not seen 
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Figure 5. 1 Plot showing monthly averaged TOMS AAI data for the time period 1978 to 1993, 
X1D. (TOMS AAf doto resolution 1.0 X 1.25- with political boundaries as well as pans in 
Namibia and Botswana included for spatial reference). The six regions identified in 
Engelstoedter and Washington (20070) have been included (semi-transparent grey triangles) 
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Figure 5. 2 Plot showing monthly averaged OMI AI data for the time period 2005 to 2008 
correloting with the time period of MSG and MODIS imagery used in this study. (OMI AI data 
resolution 0.25 X 0.25- with pofitical boundaries as well as pans in Namibia and Botswana 
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Figure 5. 3 MSG and MODIS contoured and shaded plot showing the frequency of dust 
activity over a O.lOXO.lO· grid over the entire domain for all plumes identified from 2004 to 
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both supply and inhibition of dust deflation, further establishing the pans as a supply limited 
system. Recent work by Bryant (pers. comm., 2009) using MODIS imagery to identify surface 
water on the pans, has revealed that there is a wetting trend towards the eastern margins of 
both pans, although due to the similarity in the spectral signature of the highly reflective pan 
surface, wet surface days and standing water, the possibility of both underestimation and 
overestimation remains. Through the knowledge that the pans are a supply limited system, 
it may be assumed that the wetting trend would result in a greater supply of sediment on 
the eastern margin. However there does not appear to be an easterly bias in sites, therefore 
it is possible that, during the dry season, there remains sufficient water to inhibit deflation. 
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Figure 5. 4 Landsat image of the Makgadikgadi Pans. Source regions identified using both 
MODIS and MSG (black circles) have been included to show the discreet source regions within 
the pon complex where dust emanates. The Inset shows the location of the pan complex 
within Botswana. 
This research has increased the resolution of dust emission from the Makgadikgadi Pans, 
highlighting the spatial variabi lity of emission from a large pan complex. The lack of surface 
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Figure 5. 5 Landsat image of the Etosha Pan. Source regions identified using both MODIS Dnd 
MSG (block circles) have been included to show the source regions within the pan where dust 
emanates, a single source to the north west of the figure can be attributed to the Ononz; 
Pan. The Inset shows the location of the pan complex within Namibia. 
The Etosha pan provides a similar variability in emission characteristics as was identified on 
the Makgadikgadi Pan. However, here near the total seasonal coverage of water (Bryant, 
2(03) provides a uniform sediment supply from which dust is deflated. Thus, unlike the 
Makgadikgadi pans, there appears to be no spatial bias in emission from this region. 
Nevertheless, multiples sources from which emission results on a pan surface is by no means 
unique to type A sources, with Prospero et al. (2002) commenting that Etosha is not unusual 
in having multiple sources within its bounds. In a hydrology and dust study by Bryant (2003) 
on the Etosha Pan, it is proposed that the pan is not the sale dust source in this region, 
although other than a single event from Onanzi Pan no other sources were identified in the 
region. Regardless of the extensive network of ephemeral channels (oshanas) (Bryant, 2003; 
Goudie and Middleton, 2006) to the north west of the Etosha Pan and the relatively large 
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region will serve as representative of ephemeral river systems along the Namibian coastline 
in this chapter. Further, this serves to emphasise highlight the inability of both TOMS and 
OMI to detect aerosols along the coastline and therefore underestimates the region's 
significance as an aerosol source. The importance of rivers as dust sources in southern Africa 




Figure 5. 6 Landsat image of the Kuiseb River delta, with the river, tributaries and gravel 
plain overlain. Inset shows the location of the Kuiseb River along the Namibian coastline. 
MODIS identified point and line sources for this region have been included. 
located in the central Namib coastline, the Kuiseb River has a catchment area which extends 
over 250 km inland encompassing 15 500 km1 (Jacobson et aI., 1995). From coastal 
headlands to its watershed on the escarpment, a 2 000 m increase in altitude is experienced. 
Along this gradient, rainfall increases from near zero at the coast to over 300 mm, although 
only half (52%) of the catchment experiences rainfall in excess of 100 mm annually 
(Jacobson et aI., 1995). Within the catchment, four major geomorphological features were 











the gravel plains and the river delta (Figure 5.6). While the sand sea is not detected as a 
significant dust source within the Kuiseb system, the presence of this feature and the 
transport of dust across it result in its inclusion. Further, the Kuiseb importantly marks the 
northern limits of the Namib sand sea (Jacobson et at, 1995). The remaining three features 
have all been identified to be dust contributors with varying significance (Figure 5.7). 









Figure 5. 7 Annual contribution of all surfaces for the Kuiseb River Bosin for 2005 to 2008 
showing the variability of each surface during the time period. 
The variable emission frequency from the surfaces as identified from the Kuiseb, highlights 
the multiple aspects of the fluvial/aeolian coupled system and the associated controls on the 
sediment storage and removal cycles within this system. It is possible that in a system such 
as the Kuiseb River, where seasonal flow transports sediment along its profile, that aeolian 
sediment may be stored in the ephemeral channels as a result of low magnitude, high~ 
frequency events and transported by a single high-magnitude, low frequency flood event 
during the wet season. The combination of transport and storage within systems enables the 
sediment to move across the rainfall gradient from higher rainfall regions to the drier source 
regions, where high magnitude low frequency wind events then entrain the sediment. This 
trend of source and supply regions existing on opposing ends of the rainfall gradient further 
supports supply as a dominant limiting factor. Over longer time scales, Bullard et al. (2003) 
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spatial resolution provided by the satellite products used in this study, but do not diminish 
the feature's potential to transport dust. Dust devils have the ability to transport fine 
grained sediment across surfaces even providing greater sediment sinks by exposing new 
sediments through saltation of particles as they move over the surface (Pye, 1987). 
Figure 5. 8 Initiating (top) and developed (bottom) dust devils on Hoskskeen pan 
(photographs by K. Vickery, 22/09/2009). 
The thermally induced events seen in figures 5.8 indicate the potential of this surface as a 
sediment source through the induced thermal gradient in response to surface heating, and 
dust devils entraining sediment off the pan surface. Thus there is a supply of sediment which 
has the potential to result in large scale transport, provided a significantly high magnitude 
wind event occurs, can be detected in the MODIS and Meteosat imagery. The events 
identified from this region resulted in multiple plume directions and lengths, thus this region 
appears to be highly dynamic. As multiple sources were shown to have emitted on the same 
day, it would confirm the proposed groundwater fluctuations as identified by Lancaster 
(1986) are applicable to much of this region; these fluctuations serve to promote sediment 
supply in the region. 
Therefore, due to the density of pans in this region and the annual emissions resulting from 
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Figure 5. 9 Pan densities in the western Free State and the location of the pans investigated 
in a study by Holmes et 01. (2008). The inset highlights the extensive network of pans within 
the study domain and the relative location 0/ the Free State in southern Africa (Holmes et 01., 
2008). 
The apparent lack of detection does not however reduce the Significance of this region as an 
aerosol source, as Holmes et al. (2008) further proposes that activation of these lunette 
dunes could result in significant fine sediment deflation. Through sedimentological analysis 
of these dunes it was shown that beneath the coarser particles is a supply of fine grained 
particulates. There is also the possibility that, due to issues of scale with dust devils 
identified in the Northern Cape, this region could be producing smaller scale low level 
plumes that remain undetected. Tegen et aL (2004) estimated that less than 10% of dust 
sources are associated with agricultural soils, therefore despite the aeolian research focus 
on this area by Holmes et aL (2008); in this study as few significant emissions were detected. 
Despite the apparent lack of activity identified in this study, the region continues to be the 
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rather than the mean. Figure 5.10b, identifies dominant transport routes through the 
grouping of plume trajectories, length and extent as identified in this study, but represents a 
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Figure 5. 10 a) Schematic representation of the major transport pathways and recirculating 
aerosols trapped beneath the -500 hPa layer over southern Africa as identified in Piketh et 01. 
1999-source regions identified in this study included for depiction of contemporary source 
regions. b) Schematic representation of aerosol transport trajectories as identified using the 
MODIS and MSG imagery Trajectories mapped to cover the full extent of all mapped plumes 
in the study. c) Schematic representation of plumes from known sources as determined 
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Table S.l represents the four dominant circulation features of southern Africa and is shown 
schematically (figure S.l1). It is evident that different sets of circulations would be expected 
to be significant for each region. The following discussion focuses on the Makgadikgadi Pans, 
Northern Cape pan belt and the Kuiseb River with the aim of setting each region within the 
circulation features responsible for deflation and the relative frequency of each feature. 
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Figure 5. 11 Important features of the surface (1000 hPa) atmospheric circulotion over 
southern Africa identifying the circulation features and composite features associated with 
dust emission in the domain. Schematic isobars representative of surface pressures, names 
and approximate circulation typologies modified from Tyson and Preston· Whyte (2000), with 
the dominant features selected from Tyson et 01. (1996b). 
While not all five regions are discussed, additional sources of analysis have been included to 
highlight the potential to increase our understanding. Different data sources were used for 
each of the three regions to highlight the potential of alternative sources of information. The 
Kusieb was chosen as additional information was available, while the Northern cape pan 
belt is a previously unidentified aerosol source in southern Africa, finally the Makgadikgadi 
Pans were chosen due to their dominance in both detection and in existing literature. 











iron was, through analysis of both size and specific chemistry, determined to be from 
industrial emissions in the Highveld. A deposition volume of 0.89 ~m.m·3 was detected 
between GOOE and 85°E which corresponds to eight times the level shown to produce 
significant phytoplankton blooms in the equatorial Pacific (Piketh et al., 2000). Such a peak is 
expected to occur 33 days per year, showing the importance of southern African aerosols on 
Indian Ocean nutrient dynamics. On a smaller scale, a study by Soderberg and Compton 
(2006) looked at the importance of dust for fynbos ecosystems using a Cederberg case 
study. The aerosols were deemed, through chemical analysis, to be sourced from the 
interior although a precise source site was not determined in the study nor could be 
definitively identified by Compton (2010 pers. comm.). The schematic representation of the 
mean aerosol transport pathways over southern Africa (figure 5.10c) shows the transport 
route of nutrients contained within aerosols is evident and the link to Indian Ocean iron 
fertilization as identified by Piketh et al. (2000) is further apparent. Further, due to 
atmospheric recirculation, aerosols transported off surfaces in this region have the potential 
to impact on both nutrient dynamics and the haze layer across much of southern Africa. 
Therefore in order to be able to estimate the volume flux more appropriately attributing 
events to synoptic circulations is required. 
The following discussion presents an analysis of the circulation features on all days on which 
plumes were identified in an attempt to better understand the circulation features 
associated with emission. To conform to existing literature on dominant circulation patterns, 
850 hPa and 1000 hPa geopotentia l height surfaces were analysed for all days resulting in 
plumes and compared with the monthly mean in which the event fell. The synoptic settings 
for each event is discussed in accordance with Tyson and Preston-Whyte's (2000) 
classifications of important features of atmospheric circulation (figure 5.11), and categorized 
where possible in accordance to Tyson et al. (1996a) four dominant circulations features 
associated with southern Africa (Table 5.1). 
Table 5. 1 Monthly percentage frequencies of circulation types over subtropical southern 
Africa, 1986 -1992 (Tyson et 01., 1996b) 
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sop Oct Nov Dec 
Continental highs 15 21 42 55 62 56 60 48 41 21 25 18 
Ridging highs 7 10 14 12 10 14 10 15 18 20 17 14 
Westerly waves 21 18 25 22 24 27 22 33 38 41 29 27 
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Circulation Type Comment plume direction Events Day> 
Continental Anticyclone 27S ' ~ 16 11 
31S ' .,.- 10 7 
Tropical Temperate Trough formini to the wen «- 8 5 
fo rmed / 6 2 
Westerlv wave low zss ' JC 8 4 
las' ~ 2 2 
Costa l low laE 30S ~ '1 2 2 2IE 30S ' 1 1 
, d'nol~' (",lIe.,1 ( online" l.l HP ''I'1''m 
• MnOI~ ctntr , of low l\I'~wr,svn,'" 
Imean plume: 243' 53 
Figure 5. 12 Summary of circulation types resulting in plumes 01/ the Makgadikgadi Pans. 
The associated plume directions and frequency of days (Days) resulting in this circulation and 
number of plumes (Events) are also included. The comments either indicate the stage of the 
circulation system or the central location of minimumx or maximum· pressure. As the 
Makgadikgadi Pans are located in the north west of the domain and features the westerly 
wave lows and coostallows do not directly affect this region but instead affect the location 
of the continental high pressure system, thus the northerly extent of the lows are marked by 
their central location. The further north the systems extends the more northerly the high 
pressure system is forced. 
This is further confirmed by the dominance of the maximum AI value as evident in particular 
in the TOMS product to the sout h west of the Makgadikgadi Pans (e.g. Washington et al., 
2003) (and see figure 5.1). Bryant et al. (2007) and White and Eckardt (2006) establish the 
dominance of westerly transport off the pans, substantiated through synoptic discussion in 
Tyson et al. (1996a) who attribute the transport of the region to the high pressure systems 
which lie between the easterly waves to the north and the westerly waves to the south. This 
would confirm that once entrained aerosols from this region are transported in the 
dominant circulation features to an altitude at which they are detected by the TOMS 
product. Through the correlation of events to the synoptic circulations dominant on the day 
and days preceding the event, it can be determined that for the Makgadikgadi Pans a set of 
synoptic controls can be considered to be conducive to events. Despite this, it is not 
sufficient merely to determine the frequency of the circulation feature and assume dust 
entrainment, as correlating the proposed frequency of circulation features as per Tyson et 
al. (1996a) which were deemed significant in this study, would show that the region was not 
satisfactorily active. Therefore a complex set of surface hydrological conditions must be met 
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proposed to be the greatest limiting factor for this region. Further, for the Northern Cape, 
emissions were identified to occur in all four years, with 2005 accounting for 23 plumes, ten 
in 2007 with a single event in 2005 and 2008, respectively. As there was near consistent data 
coverage over this region during the study a possible inter·annual control could be 
responsible for the amount of sediment that was available for deflation. 
Circulation Type Comment plume direction Events Days 
Costa l low lSE 26S' ,/ 4 2 
West Coast trough ~ 17 2 
Westerly wave low 
$upre$$ed bV ContInental ~ 
HP 8 3 
elCtended to affect 
~ $out hern co"sti!ne 5 1 
Easterly wave low .t 1 1 
' .-.-" ur".of (OO'>I~I. " , ~V".m 
• d.nQI.' C ..... ' e of l .,... p< ........ sV>um 
Imun plume: 159' 35 
Figure 5. 13 Summary of circulation types resulting in plumes off the Northern Cape Pan Belt. 
The associated plume directions and frequency of days (Days) resulting in this circulation and 
number of plumes (Events) are also included. The comments either indicate the stage of the 
circulation system or the central location of minimumx or maximum· pressure. 
5.5.3 Namibia: The Kuiseb River 
Due to the large north south extent of this region and the identified variable emission 
characteristics along its length, the Kuiseb River which was identified as the single dustiest 
source in the region and second dustiest in the domain will be analysed as representative of 
ephemeral rivers along the Namibian coastline. 
The location of the river on the west coast results in the most likely influences on this region 
being the south Atlantic anticyclone, the west coast trough and a coastal low. For the Kuiseb 
it was identified that the west coast trough was the most important circulation feature 
especially when the continental high pressure system to the east intensified. This Circulation, 
which is typical of the region, is often found to be intensified by the subsidence of air off the 
escarpment and associated warming. Goudie and Middleton (2000) and Tyson and Preston· 
Whyte (2000) identify this circulation feature as being associated with dust transport off the 
Namibian coastline, with Eckardt et al. (2001) adding that a ridging anticyclone (SAHP) 
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Circulation Tvpe Comment plume direction Events Davs 
West coast trough ~ 1 1 
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Figure 5. 14 Summary of circulation types resulting in plumes off the Kuiseb River and flood 
plains. The associated plume directions and frequency of days (Days) resulting in this 
circulation and number of plumes (Events) are also included. The comments indicate the 
additional features associated with the circulation over the region and notes on specific 
features. 
To gain a truly local understanding of such sources viewing the system at the scales at which 
dust is entrained is required . For the Kuiseb River, figures 5.15 and 5.16 of station data from 
Gobabeb Research and Training centre permitted the analysis of wind speed and direction 
data as well as high resolution flood records for the Kuiseb River. Figure 5.15 identifies the 
low magnitude (2 m.s·I ) high frequency dominance of easterly winds while identifying the 
highest magnitude (12 - 14 m.s·l ) winds occurring less frequently and in a north to north-
north-easterly direction which corresponds to the proposed wind direction associated with 
dust deflation. Further, from figure 5. 15 it is possible to see south-south-westerly winds 
which have sufficient velocity to entrain sediment although no plumes were detected to 
travel with these winds. Therefore either these plumes were invisible due to a lack of 
contrast or the north-north-easterly winds are sufficiently accelerated by the localised 
offshore winds to be the dominant activation winds. Th is would serve to confirm the 
requirements of high velocity winds necessary to entrain sediments and transport them 
from source region (Pye, 1987). Assessing the days on which these high magnitude winds 
occurred against synoptic circulations showed the dominance of the west coast trough and 
an intensified continental high pressure system to the east. 
This north-north-easterly wind dominance confirms the synoptic analyses performed in this 
study and as shown in figure 5.14 and the south-south-westerly transport. AnalYSis of wind 
speed revea led that both mean and peak wind speeds for the region occur between 09:00 
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Figure 5. 15 Plot of 30 minute wind speed by direction at Gababeb for the years 2004 to 
2008. The size of the circle indicates the relative frequency of the wind direction at the given 
magnitude. For this region the low frequency, high magnitude north and north-north-
easterly winds are primarily responsible for dust deflation from the Kuiseb region. (Data 
provided by Gobabeb Research and Training Centre) 
Figure 5.16 represents May 2007 during wh ich three events were identified highlights the 
correlation between wind speeds which exceeded 10 m.s·' and dust emission from the 
region. This figure clearly identifies peaks in wind speeds to be associated with dust 
emission, although there are two peaks, one on the Sltl of May at l1:00am and the second 
on the 22M of May at 10:30am, both of which have wind speeds in excess of those proposed 
to be sufficient to entrain sediment (Pye, 1987) and both from a north easterly direction yet 
neither result in plumes. Despite these two events not resulting in plumes, within days (71t1 
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Figure 5. 16 Thirty minute wind speed doto from Gobobeb for May 2007. Red markers 
identify events, and can be seen to be associated with maximum wind speeds at the station. 
(Data provided by Gobabeb Research and Training Centre) 
Therefore, wind speed alone cannot determine the presence/absence of dust for the region, 
thus the argument of supply limitation can be proposed for this region and stresses the 
importance in understanding fluvial and aeolian interactions (Bullard and McTainsh, 2003). 
Flood data can assist in the prediction of dust; figure 5.17 graphically represents the number 
of days in which the Kuiseb River flowed per month for the four year period as well as 
indicating when dust events were observed. This shows the strong inter-annual variability 
experienced at this site, in 2005 twelve flow days and six events were recorded whereas 
2008 saw 31 flow days and eight events, there was no flow data available for 2007. Despite 
flowing for 28 days in 2006 only three events were identified, this again highlights the 
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Figure 5. 17 Plot of the number of flow days versus number of events by month, highlighting 
the importance of seasonal flow to provide sediment to the system. (Data provided by 
Gobobeb Research and Training Centre) 
5.6 REGIONAL TRANSPORT AND VOLUME FLUX 
Figure S.10 confirms the existing research on the dominance of two major pathways; a south 
easterly plume. Le. the Natal plume (Tyson et aI., 199Gb). termed the 'river of smoke' and 
the Angolan plume to the west. The transport pathways identified in this study conform to 
existing literature, while not quantitative in nature, they challenge the proposed volume 
fluxes associated with the two dominant pathways. Existing volume fluxes are based 
primarily on the work of Tyson et al. (1996b) which extrapolate scenarios through the use of 
volumetric weighting associated with certain synoptic circulations. From the above 
discussion it is evident that there is now a greater understanding of source location and 
emission characteristics. An increased potential now exists to re-evaluate volume transport 
along the major routes, through a greater understanding of surface geomorphology and the 
potential to include sites in regiona l aerosol models. This will further permit developing a 












The intensification of the HP feature is associated with dust emission over the Makgadikgadi 
pans, which is the most active source during the time period 2005 to 2008. As this system is 
proposed to occur on average 42% of the days from July to October which has been 
identified to be significant emission months for this region, the load associated with this 
circulation feature is most likely to have been underestimated in early research due to the 
lack of source region inclusion in calculations. 
Figure 5. 18 Plume identified on both MSG pink composite (left) and MODIS Aqua image - a 
plume can be clearly seen crossing the Okavango delta, provided an element of dry 
deposition occurs during transport this would confirm the importance of regional aerosols in 
nutrient cycling in the Okavango as suggested in Tyson and Gatebe (2001). 
Without a greater understanding of deposition and entrainment of particulate marter from 
large pan and river systems in southern Africa dust flux volumes remain estimates based 
loosely on background volumes and transport pathways based on near seasonally resolution 
extrapolated data. Piketh et al. (2000) acknowledged this caveat in research proposing that 
without further observations it is impossible to quantify the volume flux of iron transport 
and the link to south Indian Ocean productivity. 
It was proposed by Tyson and D' Abreton (1998) that transport into the Indian Ocean is 60% 
greater than transport into the Atlantic, however from Figure 5.10c, this study determined 
that there is more circulation exiting the west coast than was proposed by Piketh et at 
(1999). Further associated with transport is aerosol volume, as sources were not considered 
and with a significant contribution found to be originating along the Namibian coast (Eckardt 
et aI., 2001; Eckardt and Kuring, 2005), an increase in volume flux would be assumed to be 
transported into the Atlantic Ocean. Tyson and Gatebe (200l) further note that upon 
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Figure 5. 19 A cross sectional profile from west to east with the location of the high-altitude, 
Ben MocDhui site in relation to the -700 and -500 hPo absolutely stable layers over South 
Africaftop left}. The location 0/ Ben MacDhui marked in relation to the domain used in this 
study (top right). Bottom from left to right, the annual sourc  apportionment of coarse and 
fine-fraction of aerosols sampled ot Ben MocDhui (adopted from Tyson and Gatebe, 2001) 
Tyson and 0' Abreton (1998) further argue that it is the dominance of the semi-permanent 
continental high and the transient ridging highs that result in the greatest aerosol load 
transport - partially in response to these systems being associated with the austral spring 
(Tyson et al., 1996) which is typically related to increased biomass burning in the northern 
limits of the domain (as confirmed by Abel et al. (2005)). In both Tyson et al. (1996b) and 
Tyson and 0' Abreton (1998) the introduction of the west coast low, typically associated with 
Namibian coastal dust emission, is not included in the discussion as it is assumed that the 
continental high pressure system is principally connected to the aerosol load over southern 
Africa. This further serves to highlight the underestimate in the volume mass flux into the 
Atlantic Ocean. Tyson and D'Abreton (1998) approximate a transport trajectory off the 
Namibian coast although through seasonal bias the transport is linked to the circulation 
associated with a continental high pressure system. While this transport may be applicable 
for the high pressure system, events along the Namibian coast are not related to the high 
pressure extending across the sub-continent and are more typically associated with either 
the southward displacement of the tropical easterly disturbance or the intensification of the 











Figure 5. 20 Hysplit depositional footprint over the Makgadikgadi Pans for all events 
identified in this study. The Deposition frequency is the count of times on exponentially 
decreasing emission with on initial output of a single unit for one time period is over a unit 
orea. The plot is run for six hours from time the emission was identified, depositional areas 
calculated every hour. The greatest depositional footprint is identified over the south-
western edge of the Ntwetwe Pan in response to this region being both on emitting source 
and in the pathway of the dominant transport of/the pan. 
Furthermore, Tyson et al. (1996b) assume no deposition of particulate matter during 
transportation, figure 5.20 clearly identifies the footprint of deposition assumed to result 
from the Makgadikgadi Pans and through chemical analysis of surface samples taken both 
upwind and downwind of the pan source (Eckardt pers. comm.), zero deposition cannot be 
assumed to be a valid representation of aerosol transport over southern Africa. This is not to 
be confirmed as an aU encompassing representation as Tyson and Gatebe (2001) note the 
contribution of atmospheric particulates in the biogeochemical cycling of nutrients 
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- CREATE DUST IMAGES FROM EUMETSAT IR057, IR105 AND IR120 IMAGES 








- METEOSAT IMAGE FILE PREfIX 
PREfIX = "HMSG2_" 
GAMMA = 1/2.5 
- SET DATE RANGE TO PROCESS 
STARTDATE = DATETIME·DATE(2DD7,8,14) 
ENDDATE = DATETIME.DATE(2DD5,11,2S) 
DATE = STARTDATE 
- STEP THROUGH ALL THE DATES IN THE RANGE 
WHILE (DATE <= ENDDATE): 
I CREATE THE DATE STRING FOR THE fILENAME 
DATESTRING = DATE.STRfTIME("%Y%M%D") 
PRINT DATESTRING 
- PROCESS 9, 12 AND 15 HOURS 
fOR HOUR IN [9,12,15]: 
IRD87fILENAME = "%SIR_D87_%S_%D2DDD.PNM-SA.DAT" % (PREFIX, DATESTRING, 
HOUR) 
IR1D5FILENAME = .PNM-SA·DAT" % (PREfIX, DATESTRING, 
HOUR) 
IR12DfILENAME = "%SIR_12D_%S_%D2DDD.PNM-SA.DAT" % (PREfIX, DATESTRING, 
HOUR) 
I JUST TO KEEP TABS ON PROGRESS 
PRINT IRD57fILENAME 
I TRY AND OPEN THE REQUIRED fILES, SKIP THE HOUR If ANY fILE fAILS 
TRY: 
IRD57fILE = OPEN(IRD57fILENAME) 
EXCEPT: 
PRINT "PROBLEM OPENING DATAfILE", IRD57fILENAME 
CONTINUE 
TRY: 
IR1D5fILE = OPEN(IR1D8fILENAME) 
EXCEPT: 
PRINT "PROBLEM OPENING DATAfILE", IR1D5fILENAME 
CONTINUE 
TRY: 
IR12DfILE = OPEN(IR12DfILENAME) 
EXCEPT: 
PRINT "PROBLEM OPENING DATAfILE", IR12DfILENAME 
CONTINUE 
I WE HAVE THE fILES WE NEED 
PRINT "fOUND DATA fOR %S" % (DATESTRING) 
- CREATE THE OUTPUT FILENAME 
OUTfILENAME = "DUST_%S_%D2DDD.TIff" % (DATESTRING, HOUR) 
I CHECK WE HAVEN'T ALREADY CREATED THIS fILE, SKIP If WE HAVE 
If OS.ACCESS(OUTfILENAME, OS. ): 
PRINT "OUTPUT FILE %S EXISTS, SKIPPING THIS DATE" % (OUTfILENAME) 
CONTINUE 
- NOW ACTUALLY READ THE fILE DATA 
IRD57DATA IRD57fILE.READ() 
IR1D8DATA IR1D8fILE.READ() 















I CONVERT RAW DATA TO IMAGE DATA 
IRD!? = IMAGE.fROMSTRING("f",(lDCD,9DO),IRD!7DATA,"RAW","f;32NF",D,l) 
IR108 = IMAGE.fROMSTRING("f",(lODD,90C).IR1D!DATA,"RAW","f;32Nf",O,l) 
IR12D = IMAGE.fROMSTRINGC"f",(lDCD,9CD),IR120DATA,wRAww,wF;32Nf",O,l) 
I GET SIZE fROM IRC8? IMAGE fILE 
XSIZE = IR087.SIZE[Cl 
YSIZE = IR087.SIZE[11 




• DO THE MATHS STUff ... 
RPRE = IMAGEMATH.EVALC"«A-B)+4)*(255.D/b.O)",A=IR120,B=IR1D8) 
GPRE = IMAGEMATH.EVAL("(A-B)*C255.0/15.0)",A=IR1D8,B=IR087} 
BPRE = IMAGEMATH.EVAL("CA-2bl)*C2SS.D/29.0)",A=IR120) 
I GET RAW VALUES BACK FROM THE IMAGE 
RVALS = RPRE.LOAD() 
GVALS = GPRE.LOADC) 
BVALS • BPRE.LOAD() 
I NOW WE CREATE THE fINAL OUTPUT DATA 
FOR X IN RANGECC,XSIZE): 
fOR Y IN RANGE(D,VSIZE): 
IF GVALS[X,Yl >= 0: 
GVALS[X,Yl = CCGVALS[X,Vl/255)**GAMMA)*255 
ELSE: 
GVALS[X,Yl = D.D 
If RVALS[X,Yl < C: 
RVALS[X,Yl = D 
IF GVALS[X,Vl < C: 
GYALS[X,Yl = D 
IF BYALS[X,Yl < C: 
BVALS[X,Vl = D 
If RYALS[X,Vl > 255: 
RVALS[X,YJ = 255 
IF GVALS[X,Yl > 255: 
GVALS[X,Yl = 255 
IF BYALS[X.Yl > 255: 
BVALS[X,Yl = 255 








I CONVERT TO GREYSCALE CHANNELS 
R = RPRE.CONVERTC"L") 
G = GPRE.CONVERT(WL") 
B = BPRE.CONVERT("L") 
I COMPOSITE TO RGB IMAGE 




I WRITE OUT THE fILE 
OUTIMAGE.SAVECOUTfILENAME) 














Pan 25.988 -20.551 266A 
Pan 16.630 -18.606 76.2 
River 16.299 -25.460 124.2 






509151200 Etosha Pan 170A 
509191200 Orawab River 65.2 
S09270900 Lake Lake 197.0 










705191500 Kiriis 05t Pan Pan 104 A 
706050900 Etosha Pan 40.2 
706050900 Etosha an 106.0 
706JOl200 Etosha 109.6 
706230900 Etosha Pan 124.8 












Pan 46.7 -- ---
Pan 152.1 
Pan -20.784 76.5 
Pan 25.046 -20.916 121.3 
Marshes / Vlei 13.0II -19.376 172.2 



























Pan -27.250 78.3 
Pan -27.743 68.0 
Pan 20.144 -26.728 36.4 
Pan 20.185 -26.842 
River 13.521 -20.883 









River 12.302 -18.607 65.2 235.0 2005 7 9 Terra 2005190 
Pan 12.136 -18.547 223.4 2005 7 9 Terra 2005190 
River 12.766 -19.466 237.5 2005 7 9 Terra 2005190 
Pan -20.382 2005 7 9 Terra 2005190 











Pan Pan 25.029 -20.916 126.5 
6071602 Makgadikgadi Pan Pan 25.088 -20.915 122.4 
6082702 Makgadikgadi Pan Pan 24.973 
6110602 Oran'emund 
6052201 Unknown 12 263.8 
6052201 Hoarusib 242.9 
6052201 Huab Pan4 Pan 13.435 -20.879 259.2 
Pan 13.852 -21.475 222.7 
River 14.483 -22.469 259.3 
Pan 13.799 -21.392 218.5 
6052201 Pan 16.004 18:794 
6052201 Gui uin ther - marsh I vlie 13.035 -19.389 62.7 
6052201 Hunkab Pan 12.977 -19.862 48.2 
6052201 Uniab River River 
6052401 Isirub River River 
6062001 Unknown 7 unknown 
6062001 Unknown 14 River 224.4 2006 
6062001 Onanzi Pan Pan 222.3 2006 
6063001 Unknown 3 River 223.8 2006 6 
6063001 Unknown 5 River 224.5 2006 6 
6063001 Unknown 15 River 229.3 20 











6063001 Unknown River 
6063001 Hunkab River River 230.2 2006 
606300 ( Ilhea Point Pan 230.4 2006 
6063001 Isirub River River 219.0 2006 
6063001 Swako River 233.2 2006 
6063001 Gui uin 242.4 2006 
6063001 51.4 223.5 2006 
6063001 River 48.7 231.1 2006 
6063001 Kuiseb River 88.6 226.0 2006 
6063001 Uniab River River 34.2 235.9 2006 
6063001 Conce tion Pan Pan 82.8 236.8 2006 
6063001 Huah River River 106.5 236.2 2006 
6063001 Kuiseb River Della Other - Delta 232.4 2006 
6063001 Meob Ba Pan 225.9 2006 6 30 Terra 2006181 
6063001 Omaruru River 222.0 2006 6 30 Terra 2006181 
6070101 177.7 2006 7 1 Terra 2006182 
178.6 2006 7 1 Terra 2006182 
208.9 2006 7 I Terra 2006182 
127.1 224.5 2006 7 1 Terra 2006182 
184.9 226.8 2006 7 1 Terra 2006182 
56.8 212.4 2006 





7070402 Hoallib 237.0 2007 
7071302 Ombonde 232.5 2007 
7071302 Etosha 250.6 2007 
235.5 2007 
229.6 2007 
46.7 233.6 2007 
155.1 251.2 2007 
7050601 Hoanib Pan 114.4 226.8 2007 
705060 I Huab River 50.4 239.7 2007 
705060 I Hunkab Pan 129.1 222.7 2007 








































lei 15.348 -24.714 82.5 
Pan 26.099 -20.446 249.9 
Pan 26.170 -21.083 
Pan 
River 14.623 -23.168 
Pun Pun 14.655 -24.547 38.6 
7071401 18 Latitude Pan Pan 11.874 -18.127 47.1 












7071501 Kuiseb River Delta Other Delta 88.1 
7071501 Omaruru River River 87.1 
7071501 Ugab River River 79.9 
7071501 Uniab River River 116.8 
7073101 Huab Pan Pan 46.1 
7073101 Huab Pan 3 16.8 
7073101 Omaruru River River 93.9 
7073101 U 'ab Pan 1 Pan 31.6 
7073101 River 10.2 
River -20.197 30.5 
























ID Source Namc Source Type (PRU) Longitude Latitude Length (km) Bearing (0) Year Month !Day Platform Julian Day 
804040.1 False Cape Fria Pan 12.159 -18.554 38.4 234.0 2008 4 4 Terra 2008095 
8040401 Hoanib Pan Pan 12.845 -19.608 50.4 223.9 2008 4 4 Terra 2008095 
8040401 Sechomib River 12.277 -18.693 46.7 237.0 2008 4 4 Terra 2008095 
804040] Uniab River River 13.282 -20.173 96.0 226.4 2008 4 4 TCITa 2008095 
8042101 Kuiseb River Delta Other - Delta 14.426 -23.070 38.7 244.2 2008 4 21 Terra 2008112 
8042101 Kuiseb River Delta Other - Delta 14.496 -23.111 60.1 241.4 2008 4 21 Tcrra 2008112 
8042101 Omaruru River River 14.265 -22.098 77.6 227.5 2008 4 21 Terra 2008112 
8042101 Tsauchab River / Sossusvlei River/Pan 15.336 -24.727 90.6 255.8 2008 4 ~elTa 2008112 
8042201 Gui uin Other - marsh / vUe 12.963 -19.392 130.8 217.4 2008 4 erra 2008113 
8042201 Huab Pan Pan 13.579 -20.943 75.8 226.0 2008 4 22 Terra 2008113 
8042201 Huab River River 13.458 -20.912 31.9 246.5 2008 4 22 Terra 2008113 
8042201 Hunkab River River 13.136 -19.754 94.8 219.3 2008 4 22 I TelTa 2008113 
8042201lKhumib River i 12.503 -18.818 74.5 229.2 2008 4 22 Terra 2008113 
8042201 Kuiseb River Delta Other - Delta 14.538 -23.119 174.8 217.2 2008 4 22 Terra 2008113 
8042201 Omaruru River River 14.488 -21.902 162.0 212.7 2008 4 22 Terra 2008113 
8042201 Terrace Bay 2 Pan 13.079 -20.078 47.0 219.2 !I 4 22 Terra 2008113 8042201 Torra Bay Pan Pan 13.261 -20.414 55.5 218.4 4 22 Terra 2008113 8042201 Ugab Pan 1 Pan 13.706 -21.250 184.9 209.7 4 22 Terra 2008113 
8042201 Uniab River ~er 13.246 -20.220 87.7 225.7 2008 4 22 Terra 2008113 
8051901 Makgadikgadi Pan 25.803 -20.956 260.5 243.5 2008 5~ra 2008139 
8051YOI IMakgadikgadi Pan Pan 26.176 -21.142 245.4 252.8 2008 5 19 Terra 2008139 
8061001 iMakgadikgadi Pan Pan 25.063 -20.878 91.3 235.6 2008 6 10 Terra 2008161 
8061001 i Mak9:ldik9:lfl! Pan Pan 24.882 -21.l94 }O9.2 251.3 2008 6 10 Terra 2008161 
8061601 Kuiseb River Delta Other - Delta 14.473 -23.151 89.0 230.8 2008 6 16 Terra 2008168 
806190] iMJlk9~ldikpJldi Pan Pan 24.938 -21.090 86.8 244.7 2008 6 I erra 2008170 
8061901 . Makgadikgadi Pan Pan 25.064 -20.924 111.1 251.6 2008 6 1 rerra 2008170 
8071801 Mak!!adikf!adi Pan Pan 24.949 -21.116 85.9 251.3 2008 7 I erra 2008199 
8071801 Makgadikgadi Pan Pan 25.070 -20.904 102.9 260.0 2008 7 lsrr;;;;'a 2008199 
8071801 'Makfmdikplldi Pan Pan 26. -21.109 97.3 267.7 2008 7 18 Terra 2008199 
8080501 Etosha Pan 16. -18.964 64.5 249.0 2008 8 5 Terra 2008218 
8080501 IM"hmdibmdi Pan Pan 25'< -20.869 68.7 262.1 2008 8 5 Terra 2008217 
8080501 MakplldiklIadi Pan Pall 26. -21.129 173.9 270.9 2008 8 5 Terra 2008217 
8080901 Kuiseb River River 14. -23.251 131.7 267.1 2008 8 9 Terra 2008222 
8080901 Kuiseb River River 14.953 ~ 269.9 2008 8 9 Terra 2008222 8081001 Unknown II unknown river = 14.572 -22. 241.2 2008 8 10 Terra 2008223 8081001 Cape Cross Pan Pan 13.961 -21.683 64.5 250.7 2008 8 10 Terra 2008223 
8081001 Torra Bay Pan Pan 13.316 -20.548 113.6 239.3 2008 8 10 Terra 2008223 
8081001 Hunkab Pan Pall 12.976 -19.871 126.9 236.9 2008 8 10 Terra 2008223 
8081001 Huab River River 13.499 -20.896 155.6 246.0 2008 8 10 Terra 2008223 
8081001 IUgab Pan I Pan 13.684 -21.235 82.4 225.7 2008 8 10 Terra 2008223 
8081001 Uniab River River 13.195 -20.199 118.2 236.0 2008 8 10 Terra 2008223 
8081101 Unknown 6 unknown (river) 14.538 -22.716 23.7 228.1 2008 8 11 Terra 2008224 
8081101 Conception Bay Pan Pan 14.497 -24'(l84 70.0 232.7 2008 8 II Terra 2008224 
8081101 Kuiseb River River 14.796 -23.342 71.3 227.8 2008 8 II Terra 2008224 
8081101 Kuiseb River River 14.866 -23.351 92.0 229.5 2008 8 II Terra 2008224 
8081101 Mcob Bay Pan Pan 14.661 -24.593 29.7 229.8 2008 8 II TClTa 2008224 
808llOl Omaruru River River 14.270 -22.099 26.0 218.6 2008 8 11 Terra 2008224 
8081101 Tumas River IRiver 14.688 -22.908 91.5 230.5 2008 8 II Terra 2008224 
~201 Makgadikgadi Pan Pan 24.835 -21.239 115.8 245.7 2008 8 12 *ra 2008224 
201 IM"klmdiklmdi Pan Pan 25.009 -20.939 74.7 251.1 2008 8 12 elTa 2008224 











Appendix 5: Platform specification for MSG 
Spectral channel characteristics of SEVIRf in terms 0/ centrol, minimum and maximum 
wavelength of the channels and the main application areas of each channel 
(http://www.eumetsaUnt). Spatial resolution ;s 3 km for channels 1 to 11 and 1.67 km for 
channel 12. 
Channel Spectral Characteristics of 
Main observational application 
No. Band (~m) Spectral Band (~m) 
Cenfre Min Max 
I VISO.6 0.635 0.56 0.71 Surface, clouds, wind fields 
2 VISO.8 0.81 0.74 0.88 Surface, clouds, wind fields 
3 NIR 1.6 1.64 1.50 1.78 Surface, cloud phase 
4 IR3 .9 3.90 3.48 4.36 Surface, clouds, wind fields 
5 WV6.2 6.25 5.35 7. 15 
Water vapour, high level clouds, atmospheric 
instability 
6 WV7.3 7.35 6.85 7.85 Waler vapour, atmospheric instability 
7 IR8 .7 8.70 8.30 9.1 Surface, clouds, atmospheric instability 
8 IR9.7 9.66 9.38 9.94 Ozone 
9 IR1 0.8 10.80 9.80 11.80 
Surface, clouds, wind fields, atmospheric 
instability 
10 IR12.0 12.00 11.00 13 .00 Surface, clouds, atmospheric instabili ty 
II IRI3.4 13.40 12.40 14.40 Cirrus cloud heigh!. atmospheric instability 
12 HRV 













Appendix 6: Platform specification for MODIS 
Spectral channel characteristics of MODIS Terra and Aqua in terms of the bands by central 
wavelength and the main application areas of each channel (http://modis.gs!c.nosa.gov}.Spotial 
resolution is 250 m for bands 1 and 2, 500 m for bands 3 t07 and 1000 m for bands 8 to 
36. 
Band Number Spectral Bandwidth Main observational application 
I 620 - 670 Land/Cloud! Aerosols 
2 841-876 Boundaries 
3 459 - 479 
4 545 - 565 
5 1230 - 1250 Land/Cloud! Aerosols 
6 1628 - 1652 Properties 
7 2105-2155 
8 405 - 420 
9 438 - 448 
10 483 - 493 
II 526 - 536 Ocean Colorl 
12 546 - 556 Phytoplankton! 
13 662 - 672 Biogeochemistry 
14 673 - 683 
15 743 - 753 
16 862 - 877 
17 890 - 920 
18 93 1-94 1 
Atmospheric 
19 91 5 -965 
Water Vapor 
20 3.660 - 3.840 
21 3.929 - 3.989 Surface/Cloud 
22 3.929 - 3.989 Temperature 
23 4.020 - 4.080 
24 4.433 - 4.498 Atmospheric 
25 4.482 - 4.549 Temperature 
26 1.360 - 1.390 
27 6.535 - 6.895 
Cirrus Clouds 
28 7. 175 - 7.475 
Waler Vapor 
29 8.400 - 8.700 Cloud Properties 
30 9.580 - 9.880 Ozone 
31 10.780 - 11.280 Surface/Cloud 
32 11.770 - 12.270 Temperature 
33 13 .185 -13.485 Cloud Top 
34 13.485 - 13.785 Altitude 
35 13.785 - 14.085 
36 14.085 - 14.385 
155 
